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About This Game

Inner silence - cheerful 2D platformer puzzle game, made in retro style.
We play for the usual boy who got lost and we have to help him get home.

You will to travel through the mysterious world overcoming various dangers.
The entire game is based on the special mechanics, where you have to change your gravity, using special buttons.

Features:
Lots of interesting and challenging levels

Different types of traps
Many mysteries and secrets.
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Holy♥♥♥♥♥♥ they managed to make it even worse. Almost every wall is deadly now. Physics is even buggier (and I thought
that was impossible). Rotating in place (near a wall) can kill you.

I know it's subjective, but even the music is worse, indistinct

★★★☆☆☆☆☆☆☆. Hi yes the game plays Ok for me interesting subject for what I have played and seen so far seems well
thought out crafted and works well on my laptop on high settings I don't know yet how much content there is the game. In the
add it states 38gb space required but I down loaded only 994 meg so there is hopefully more to come in the future because my
lap top is medium to high spec so to get the best FPS for me I need to go lower res than 900 X 1600 but iI don't see any way to
lower the res beyond 900 X 1600 in the options menu.

So all in all lets see what happens in the future, I will recommend it if there is much more content and polish in the future,
but if not I will be the first to say no but you can only make your own mind up.
Mike.

. hurls an anti tank grenade at you* HAIL TO THE REVOLUTION. Watch girls get excited over your amazing mahjong skills.

6/10. By far one of the coolest VR titles out there, it really feels like Valve made this. I'd pay to see more of this storyline..
Blood Of Magic is an adventure RPG game with a turn-based combat system.
You are an arcanist student tasked with the investigation and reinstatement of Auguston’s ore shipments.
The Arcanist is a fighting spellcaster, using both sword and magic to deal with his enemies.
You have the abiltity to build new buildings, upgrade them, hire new unique party members, gather resources and craft new
items.

Pros
-Combat system
-Wide array of abilities and attacks
-Graphics are nice

Cons
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-UI need improvement.. I liked it, wasn't the best but you are not getting many 2D mesoamerican games these days so might as
well buy it.
The game had some graphical issues and crashes, it started to crash so heavily towards the end that the game doesn't even run
anymore. Nonethless it was fun while it lasted, and for less than a dollar it exceeded my expectatives by a lot.

. Multiple logouts for no reason, impossible to play. Don't waste your money till they fix it.. I don't know how this got so many
positive reviews (the only reason I even bought the game)...

*PROS*
- Cute graphics/art style

*CONS*
- The most REPETITIVE GAMEPLAY EVER. Unless you cheat (I definitely did - and even then I was bored to tears) you're
going to be grinding for money and materials in the hopes that your monsters will be able to progress.
- The story's really hard to follow
- Clunky UI/menus

I had a bit of a Tower Defense itch and thought this game would be able to scratch it - but I'll stick with games like Defender's
Quest/Kingdom Rush (both of which have a good handle on progression, story, and unit building).
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You've got your team of misfits drawn randomly each scenario. Then you have to make the most of it and it is quite a difficult
challenge.

* Figure out who is best for the task and then puzzle a routine so that the others don't get annoyed one of them isn't pulling his
weight.

* Spread rumours to heal/hinder relationships.

* Kill zombies and outlaws

* Kill the occasional old lady who wants to trade with your band of misfits.

Cons:

* Settings are quite poor. The intro theme is amazing but you cannot have it play during the map.
* There's no music during game play.
* The UI could work a little better although it is functional.

All in all this is a fantastic little game and generously priced.. Fun game, I love how I can run around and pretend I'm actually
there! To bad the AI are quite bad, all-in-all, great game!. I got the moves like Jagger.. The game itself is a shooter with some
dating sim parts and the game's structure is similar to Brave Frontier (or similar games) with the differencies that this is a
shooter and that is not free.
It's a mobile port and is also a crappy one but the real problem is that most of the time you can't go past the login screen: I have
played the game 2 times with at least 15 tries.. then I have requested (and obtained) a refound and it's the first time that I have
done this.
I have checked the Steam forum and it looks like this problem is present since the game launch so don't give money to these
devs because they don't deserve it. How to play?

i don't have gamepad controller

how to PC keyboard control?. MEEEHH....... Very little effects and tones, quite great limitations...
Even with A somehow cool UI, it's not practical at all.
Not recommended.. Great game - I do really like the idea of a FPS rogue like game. Besides some bugs - early access so i don't
really mind - it's well done. However Stage 4 is Hell! If you haven't AOE damage or some other monstercombos, you'll die
because of little butterfly or bees... or you can't just go one because you haven't doublejump :D

8/10
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